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Evaluation of BSS Algorithms
Abstract—We revisit the widely used bss eval metrics [1] for
source separation. We propose a fast algorithm for BSS Eval.
In experiments,weassess speedandnumerical accuracy. The
speed-up is up to two orders of magnitude in some cases.
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The estimated signals ŝm are convolutive mixtures of refer-
ence signals sk , plus an artifact term
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BSS Eval Metrics

Decomposes the estimated signals in three orthognal parts
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• starget
k : contribution of reference k

•einterf
km : contribution of other sources

•eartif
m : contribution of artifacts

Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR)

SDRkm = 10 log10
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Conventional Algorithm

1.Compute statistics of ref./est. O(M2T log T )
2.Solve large linear systems O(ML3)/O((ML)3)

(by Gaussian elimination)

3.Filter signals O(M2T log T )

Fast BSS Eval

Key New Insight

The metrics are functions of the subspace angles!

SDRkm = −10 log10 tan2 αkm
SIRkm = −10 log10 tan2 βkm
SARm = −10 log10 tan2 γkm

Proof (SDR)

subspace of shifts of kth ref.
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1.Definition of cosine: ∥Pk ŝm∥2 = cos2 αkm

2.Pythagor: ∥ŝm − Pk ŝm∥2 = ∥ŝm∥2 − ∥Pk ŝm∥2 = 1 − cos2 αkm

Norm of Projection onto Shifts of sk

Matrix Ak contains shifts of sk in its columns, and the matrix
Pk = Ak(A−1

k Ak)−1A⊤
k projects onto the subspace they span.

Then,

∥Pk ŝm∥2 = (A⊤
k ŝm)⊤(A⊤

k Ak)−1(A⊤
k ŝm)

Proposed Fast Algorithm

1.Compute Rk = A⊤
k Ak and xkm = A⊤

k ŝm

2.Solve Rkh = xkm, this is a Toeplitz system

3.Compute cos2 αkm = x⊤kmh
4.SDRkm = 10 log10

cos2 αkm
1−cos2 αkm

Fast Toeplitz Solver

The systemmatrix Rk isToeplitz and can be solved quickly [3]

•Conjugate Gradient Algorithm

•Multiplication by Rk in O(L log L) via FFT

•Circulant pre-conditioner, also O(L log L) via FFT

•Eigenvalues cluster around 1, and converges in few
iterations [3]

Experimental Validation
Python implementation in fast-bss-eval package

pip install fast-bss-eval

package metrics backend

mir_eval [4] SDR/SIR/SAR numpy
sigsep [5] SDR/SIR/SAR numpy
ci_sdr [6] SDR torch

fast-bss-eval SDR/SIR/SAR numpy/torch
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